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General:

The GnssSurferV1.10/11 program is designed to GNSS data streams to derive from different sources to 
different target environments, to monitor, to monitor and alert or possibly to replace in case of damage. 
The program is designed for Windows environments and is compatible with Windows XP, Windows 7, 
Windows Server 2008 and Windows Server 2012 Design.
It is possible to decode data streams of certain standards or manufacturer: RTCM3, Rtcm2, Topcon, Leica, 
U-Blox.
It is possible to forward of binary- and ASCII-based data streams.
Job Files (parameter files with the suffix "* .par") are important for the control of the program and files in 
CSV format are required to configure the NTRIP Caster functionality. These can be edited by simple tools 
such as the Windows Notepad ("notepad.exe").
By default, the parameter file "gnsssurf.par" for controlling the entire program is read at startup and used.
When using the NTRIP Casters functionality, in addition to CSV files for the source table, the login user 
table, the login Admin User table and the Mount Point Change table are read.
Additional files are still needed for the NTRIP caster, if other functions (i.e.: Position forwarding) will be 
used.
The line in the parameter file must not exceed a maximum length of 1000 characters.
Almost all settings can be set via the various menus and windows. Important settings like the debug mode 
must be set in the job file only (see below).
The program is primarily a windows program that allows many Windows settings.
For GNSS Surfer V1.10 also a console version exists.
The local windows can be accessed through keyboard shortcuts. All information for the console version is 
included in the Manual of GnssSurferConV1.10.
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Installation:

The software is installed by the “setup.exe” program, which is included in the supplied Installation zip file. 
The program uses Microsoft-Frameworks 4 (Please make sure that Microsoft Framework installed).
During the installation process will prompt you to change the default installation location. It is 
recommended to use the default setting. This has the following file path.

For a 64bit program version or 32bit program version (Windows 7 and higher):

C:\Programme\GnssSurfer\     (recommended)

This directory contains all the important programs and DLL files are stored.
The standard installation generates suggestions within the directory 
"C:\Programme\GnssSurfer" following subdirectories:

C:\Programme\GnssSurfer\SourceUser\   

This contains the most important Caster files as the source table, the login user files and the position 
forwarding files.

The Installation created in program directory (by „Start“) and on Desktop the appropriated Icons: 

The program will be started by double click on icon.

Program flow (Overview):

The program control and execution is done by a job file with the suffix ("* .par" (parameter file)).
This job file contains all path/file entries for all input and output devices, the RTCM-decoder and 
-encoder settings (see also GnssSurferV1.08x-Manual) and for NTRIP-Caster settings.
The program flow is carried out in a specific order:

1. Program start 
2. load/edit of Job file (parameter file)
3. set or change the main settings
4. set or change the settings for the Input-Device 
5. set or change the settings for the Output-Device 
6. set or change the settings for RTCM-encoder-, RTCM-decoder, Rinex-encoder, etc.
7. save the Job-File (parameter file)
8. Start/Stop of the GnssSurfer-Job 

      The GnssSurfer job will be started by Click on tool Button “start”

      The GnssSurfer job will be stopped by Click on tool Button “stop”
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Overview of the     logic of the     GNSSSurferV1.10/11  :

The 
GnssSurferV1.10 
consists of an input 
device module (with 
backup), an output 
device module, any 
auxiliary output 
modules and a 
NTRIP caster output 
module.

It is also possible to 
select all setting 
windows under menu
item “Adjustments”, 
to change the 
settings.

The Input/Output-
utilities window 
opens by the icon
 "In-Outp"

Load Job-File (parameter file):

Under the menu item 
"job" in the main 
window of 
GnssSurferV1.10/11 
can be load, edit or 
save a new job file.
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Edition of job file (parameter file):

Danger:
Changes of job files in the Editor should be carried out only after a long 
experience and sound knowledge of the data Structure, otherwise, 
important settings are lost.

Here it is possible to enable the debug mode (value set to "ON" setting 
in switch /debug,”…”).

If the editor window is not open (Editor not found), the path for the editor 
in the parameter file can be specified separately.

It is important to ensure, that in all settings that depend on files, 
that correct path settings are set.

If you want edit the job 
file, in this case, always 
make sure that the first 
switch of job file 
contains the current 
path/name of the 
parameter file (/pd, 
"<parameter file>") (see 
below).
Otherwise the 
GnssSurfer start with 
another or wrong job-
File.

Danger:
After completion of the 
Edition all changed 
settings are accepted 
into the program.

All settings with 
important should be at 
the beginning, always 
made through the menu 
of the program/window 
management.
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Changing of the Input-/Output device settings:

The TCP-, Encoder-, Decoder- or Main-Settings must be set in the 
appropriate sub windows.

Most of the settings 
will be used as a 
template from an old
job file. It must be 
changed then only 
just set the settings 
for the input and 
output devices.

In this example, an 
RTCM2.3-
Observation-
Generator will be 
activated.

In main settings 
window, it is possible 
to set the time 
synchronization-
settings.

To generate (i.e.) an Rtcm2.3 Observation-Data-Stream from other data streams, it is necessary 
to go seven steps:

1. Set or change the input data stream radio button
2. Activate the RTCM-Encoder-, RTCM-Decoder- and choose an output device
3. Check or change the main settings adjustments
4. Check or change the RTCM-Encoder adjustments
5. Check or Change the RTCM-Decoder adjustments
6. Check or change the input device adjustments
7. Check or change the output device adjustments
8. (Start or Stop of the job)

The order of the steps can be varied.
All settings and changes are to be set before the program starts. While the program is running, 
changes are possible, but can’t be used for the current job.
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Main settings:

The Default-Path is 
in the rule the 
installation directory.
It is possible to set 
an own Default-Path.

The approximate 
time diff between 
PC-Time and GPS-
Time is necessary 
for Rinex data, 
encrypted data, 
GNSS data age 
observation, 
RTCM-/Raw-
decoder and for the 
GnssSurfer monitor 
system. If you set 
the time diff in main 
settings window, in 
the other windows, 
the time diff setting 
must be set to 
"none".

The Stream-Id is 
important for the 
stream identification 
in HTML status 
page, for the 
monitor- and alarm 
system and for the 
NTRIP caster.

The Encrypt-Stream-
Id will be used for 
the encryption and 
decryption 
functionality.
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RTCM-/Raw-Decoder settings:

In this example will 
be displayed the 
settings to generate 
Rinex data. 

Without 
RTCM-/Raw-
Decoder it isn’t 
possible to 
generate Rinex 
data, to check the 
data age or to 
generate new 
RTCM2 data etc.
Therefore make 
sure, that you get 
the right data. 

Only those data 
streams which are 
recognized by the 
RTCM-/Raw-
decoder:

Rtcm3: all GNSS
Rtcm2:  GPS+GLO
Leica 2b: all GNSS
Topcon: GPS+GLO
U-Blox:  GPS+(GLO)

It is possible to 
output the decoded 
data to different 
devices:
to ASCII Files, to 
TCP-Server and to a
windows-pipe.

For special 
applications, it is 
also possible to set 
an alerting system 
for RTCM-/Raw-
decoder failures.
The alarm can be 
done by e-mail or by 
a batch file.
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RTCM-Encoder settings:

The produced data stream can be directed to a desired output device.
This device must be activated accordingly.

In the other case the input data is output on the output device.

In this example, the produced data stream contains the Message type 03, 
14, 16, 18 und 19 and is assigned to the TCP output device.

In this example will 
be displayed the 
settings to generate 
RTCM2 observation 
Data. 

Without 
RTCM-/Raw-
Decoder it isn’t 
possible to 
generate new 
RTCM2 data.
Therefore make 
sure, that your 
RTCM-/Raw-
decoder get the right
data. 

It is only possible to 
generate
RTCM2 data from 
Rtcm3- or from 
receiver raw Data. 

At the moment it isn’t
possible to generate 
RTCM3 data from 
receiver raw Data.

In all other cases, 
RTCM2- or RTCM3 
data from decoded 
RTCM data (by 
RTCM-/Raw-
decoder) can be 
regenerated or 
filtered with this 
function.
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Rinex-Encoder settings:

The choice of observation types must correspond to the content of input 
data stream. Some observation data streams contain no Doppler data (i.e. 
RTCM3.1) or no “Signal to noise” data (i.e. Leica 2b (old)). 

The produced Rinex data stream can be directed additional to a TCP-
Server device with an own TCP-Port.

In this example will 
be displayed the 
settings to generate 
Rinex data from 
Leica 2b-D Data. 

Without 
RTCM-/Raw-
Decoder it isn’t 
possible to 
generate Rinex 
data.
Therefore make 
sure, that your 
RTCM-/Raw-
decoder get the right
data. 

At the moment it is 
only possible to 
generate Rinex 2.11 
data from RTCM3.1 
data or receiver raw 
Data (see above).

The time difference 
between PC time 
and GPS time must 
be set to "none" if 
the adjustment of 
Main Settings to be 
used. The time 
difference between 
GPS and GLONASS
(“Diff Gps-Glo in 
Sec.:”) is then also 
taken into account.

It is recommended to
enter all headers 
fields like “Marker-
Name”, “Observer”, 
“Marker-Number”, 
etc.
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Encrypt data settings:

To generate an encrypted data stream from other data streams, it is necessary to 
go seven steps:

1. Set or change the input data stream radio button
2. Activate the Encryption Data
3. Check or change the main settings adjustments
4. Check or change the Encryption Data adjustments
5. Check or Change the PsecKem adjustments (only TCP-IP connections)
6. choose an output device
7. Check or change the input and output device adjustments
8. (Start or Stop of the job)

The order of the steps can be varied.
All settings and changes are to be set before the program starts. While the 
program is running, changes are possible, but can’t be used for the current job.

In this example 
will be displayed 
the settings to 
generate encrypted
data. 

The encrypted or 
decrypted data are 
based on the 
RTCM protocol, 
especially the 
protocol for private 
messages, the 
RTCM message 
types 1047-1056. 
These message 
types have not yet 
been released.

An automatic 
PsecKem key 
exchange, is 
currently only 
possible via TCP-
IP connections.
PsecKem is an 
asynchronous 
method for key 
exchanges, it is 
necessary to 
generate key pairs.
For a simple data 
stream encryption, it 
isn’t necessary to use
PsecKem.
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En-/Decryption Data settings:

The settings for the RTCM message Types 1048 and 2000 (like 1029) are used for
broadcast transmissions without PsecKem.

The settings for the “Default-Key” pairs (activated check box), are made possible 
by button "Registration Settings" with small setting tool (see next page).

In principle it is possible to carry out even, a manual PsecKem key exchange, but 
it is only possible by deactivation of “use Default-Key Settings”.
In this case, the settings for a simple data base for user key pairs are made 
possible by button "Registration Settings" too, with large setting tool.
It should be carried out only after a long experience and sound knowledge of the 
data Structure of user- and equipment data, otherwise, important settings are 
lost.

The Button “Registration Settings” is identical to the Button “PsecKem-Settings” in
the “Input/Output-Utilities” window.

It is possible in principle that button “PsecKem-Settings”, for the "Default key" 
settings and the “User Equipment- or Provider Key” assignments to use.
The large variation of the Preferences window contains both possibilities of 
PsecKem key exchange, for offline (useful for the broadcast method) and online 
methods.

In this example, 
the settings are 
shown, which must 
be set in order to 
ensure an automatic 
PsecKem key 
Exchange at a TCP-
IP connection.

If you want a simple 
data stream 
encryption or you 
want to use other 
output devices, then 
it isn’t possible to 
use PsecKem and 
you have to set an 
own “En-/Decoder 
Data Key (16 Char)”.
In this case, these 
options “use Default-
Key Settings” and 
“create Key 
automatically”, must 
be disabled.

At the moment, only 
one encryption 
method is possible 
(“0_MistyOne”) with 
a key with a solid 
count of character. 

The time difference 
between PC time 
and GPS time must 
be set to "none" if 
the adjustment of 
Main Settings to be 
used.

The “Sym-Key-
Number” is important
for PsecKem key 
generation and for 
RTCM data 
transmission.
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Default-Key Settings (  small setting tool  ):

User-/Provider depend Key Settings (  large setting tool  ):

The key pairs consist of a public key and a private key. Therefore the PsecKem 
client and the PsecKem provider create respectively a pair of keys.
This is possible with the button “create a couple of Keys”. The directory for the 
key files can be specified.
The Client does create the key files with suffix “*.epk” (Equipment Public Key) and
“*.esk” (Equipment secure Key) and the Provider does create the key files with 
suffix “*.ppk” (Provider Public Key) and “*.psk” (Provider Secure Key).

Already stored in the file system key files can be retrieved when needed. 
In the large setting tool, the key files can be used for an offline registration.

This example 
shows the selection 
of key pairs for a 
PsecKem provider at
a TCP-Server-
Output connection.

The left side of the 
window contains the 
client settings 
(Equipment-
Settings), the right 
side contains the 
provider settings.

In a TCP client 
connection, the 
"Client Registration
Settings" are used, 
in a TCP server 
connection must 
the "Provider 
Settings" are used.

All keys are 
generated as files.
Please make sure 
that these files are 
protected on 
Computer.

For a functioning 
PsecKem key 
generation, the 
public keys must be 
exchanged before.
The client received a
public key from 
provider and the 
provider received a 
public key from 
client.
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NTRIP-/TCP-/UDP  Settings:

The NTRIP protocol 2.0 is used for a secure transmission and for an immediate 
transfer of the rover position. If you want to use a caster that can distinguish 
between types of Rover, it can be useful to simulate a rover type. 
Some NTRIP Casters are sending for a GNSS rover, the corresponding GLONASS 
BIAS in the GNSS correction data.

For more informations about NTRIP-/TCP- and UDP settings, you have to read the
old manual of GnssSurferV1.08b or GnssSurferV1.087c.

In this example will 
be displayed the Input 
settings for NTRIP-, 
TCP- and UDP-
connections 

For NTRIP 
connections, there is 
now the possibility of 
using the NTRIP 
protocol 2.0 and use of
a rover list. The Rover-
list is available to 
simulate a particular 
kind of GNSS rover.

When using a TCP 
connection and data 
encryption with 
PsecKem, it is possible
to use the 
“automatically 
PsecKem-Regist” 
registration.  
Please note:
At a TCP client 
connection, the 
"Client Registration 
Settings" in 
“En-/Decryption 
Data Settings” 
window are used, at
a TCP server 
connection must 
the "Provider 
Settings" in 
“En-/Decryption 
Data Settings” 
window are used.

The check Box
“automatically 
PsecKem-Regist” is 
valid for the TCP input 
setting only. 
For the TCP output 
settings or other, the 
output check boxes 
and the appropriate 
buttons in 
“Input/Output-Utilities”
window are valid.
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NMEA Settings:

It is possible to enter the height of your (virtual) point. Additional you can choose 
the NMEA data type and you can set the number of GNSS satellites. The choosing 
of NMEA data type and the number of satellites is necessary for connections with 
new GNSS NTRIP-Casters with new GNSS systems. 

The NMEA Server is usefully for other monitor Systems with GIS interfaces. It is 
possible to connect a TCP Client with NMEA Server to save or view the current 
NMEA data in your desired application.

Important:
If You use the output device TCP Server or UDP Server as NMEA source, please 
note, that only one client sends NMEA data to the Output-Device, otherwise false 
RTCM data can be produced. Please note that also two or more clients can send 
NMEA data to the Output-Device if the WGS84 coordinates in the NMEA string are
always equal, otherwise false RTCM data can be produced.
In this case the required accuracy of the coordinates of clients is depended from 
the method to create RTCM data via VRS.

In this example will 
be displayed the NMEA
settings for NTRIP-, 
TCP- and UDP- or 
Comport connections 

Because of this 
program option you 
are enabled to transfer
NMEA data (time being
in the format GPGGA) 
by Input-Device to the
Ntrip-Caster or to an 
other RTCM-Server 
software.
A typical application is 
the use of virtual 
reference stations 
(VRS).You can choose,
whether you want to 
enter the WGS84 
coordinates yourself or
whether you want to 
use a file or an output 
device as NMEA 
source. If you use a 
file as source, first 
always the entire file is
processed, after that, 
the last NMEA data set
of the file will be used.
If you use an output-
device as NMEA-
source, the current 
NMEA data set will be 
send always to the 
Input -Device.
The NMEA data will be
send in a prefixed 
pulse of seconds to 
the input-device.
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NTRIP-Caster-Settings:

The source table mainly controls the NTRIP Caster connections, so this is to 
be edited with mindfulness.
The source table is in CSV format. The fields are separated by the semicolon 
(ASCII code 59).
The Source Tabel is divided into three sections.

Caster-Table (CAS):
Until the field 11 of the Caster information (CAS), standard specifications of 
the NTRIP protocol 2.0 are used. From the field 12 specifications of 
GnssCasterV1.071/GnssSurferV1.10 be used:

Field 12 (Forwarding-Area-Number)  Number of Area, which is defined in 
Ring-File of position Forwarding.
Field 13 (Name of position forwarding Area)

In the window "Caster-
Settings" there are to 
set all important 
adjustments:
IP-Port, Path/file name of 
source Table, Path/file 
Name of LoginUser Table,
Path/file name of 
AdminUser Table, max. 
Count of Server (possible 
currently up to 1000) and
other settings for 
positions forwarding.

If NMEA data control the 
termination of the 
communication, this value
must be "0" is greater.

At the end, confirm all 
settings with "OK", also in
the higher-level windows.
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Field 14 (Mountpoint-Suffix)  is used,  when no MP-Change-Table is to be 
used (in case of future mountpoint Standardization, the determination of 
target Mountpoint is simplified)

Stream-Table (STR):
Until the field 18 of the streams (STR), standard specifications of the NTRIP 
protocol 2.0 are used. From the field 19 specifications of 
GnssCasterV1.071/GnssSurferV1.10 be used :

Feld 19 (Forwarding-Types):             poss. Values  NTRIP, TCP, 
INTERN
Feld 19 (Post-Types):                       poss. Values  POST, FILE
Feld 20 (Forwarding-Target-Address):   poss. Values  IP-Address, 
URL(NTRIP)
Feld 21 (Forwarding IP-Port):           poss. Values  TCP-Port XXXXX
Feld 22 (Forwarding-Target-Mountpoint) e.g. VRS_3_2G_BE (NTRIP)

(If the position Forwarding be used, the MP-Change Table is used to 
replace the selected Mountpoint by the GNSS rover to the Mountpoint 
of target NTRIP-Caster (see MP-Change-Table)).

Feld 23 (Forwarding-UserPasswd) User:Passwd for NTRIP-Connections
(Note:  if the position Forwarding be used, user-ID and password from GNSS 
Rover will be redirected to target NTRIP-Caster).

Feld 24 (Positions-Forwarding-Flag) poss. Values  0 (no Pos.-Forward.), 1
(Pos.-Forward. is possible)
Additional it is necessary to activate the check Box “use Position Forwarding” 
in “Caster-Settings” window.

Feld 25 (Hidden-Flag) poss. Values  0 (MP is visible), 1 (MP is hidden).

Network-Table   (NET)  :

The Network-Tablet is used and presented in 
GnssCasterV1.071/GnssSurferV1.10 in accordance with the standard of NTRIP
protocol 2.0.

Positions Forwarding by NTRIP Caster

With the positions Forwarding it is possible, depending on the GNSS rover position, to forward the NTRIP 
client Dial on the GnssSurfer NTRIP-Caster to a target NTRIP-Caster. The rover position is sent in the form 
of NMEA data to GnssSurfer NTRIP caster. A target NTRIP-Caster is assigned to a polygon Area. Therefore 
it is possible to connect many different target NTRIP-Caster in different territories. All polygon Areas are 
defined by the Files “AdV-Lines.txt” and AdV-Rings.txt”. At the moment, it is possible to create maximum 
50 Rings (areas) consisting of 200 Lines. A line may consist of a maximum of 50000 points. The data 
Format of lines File and rings File is described in the AdV-Caster Manual (see. AdV-Caster.pdf).

More informations for NTRIP Caster you can get in this manuals: 

            GnssCaster-Manual-Overview.pdf
            GnssCaster-Manual-V1071b.pdf

The Files are included in the instalation directory.
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Adjustments for a simple NTRIP Caster

If you want to make your GnssSurfer-Input data stream available to your customers with NTRIP Caster, 
then it isn’t necessary to use a Source-Table and you must do the following steps:

1. Choose an Input device and select NTRIP Caster as output device 
2. Set your Stream-ID in “Main-Settings” window (see above)
3. Set your NTRIP-Caster IP-Port, Caster Web-Interface, LoginUser.csv, AdminUser.csv, etc. without 

positions forwarding (Please note, that the IP port is not being used by other servers.).
4. Save the settings in job File
5. Start the job

Example for NTRIP-Caster Web-Interface of GnssSurferV1.10/11:

This image shows the main Window of NTRIP Caster in Internet Explorer.
In the HTML pages Links that are marked with "(for Admin only)", only authorized users can access.
The Settings for this authorization is possible by the “Caster-Admin-UserFile” (see above at check Box “use 
Caster-Admin-UserFile”).
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Example for a simple NTRIP Caster in a SourceTable Display by the web Interface:

This caster Configuration is possible without any source table file. In this case an internal source Table is 
using.

Example for a NTRIP Caster with SourceTable File, displayed by web Interface:

This image shows a source Table with two networks, one network for forwarding streams (SAPOS-AdV) 
and one network (STR-GSU-001-NET) for the internal stream.
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Monitor Http-Server:

The monitor HTTP-Server is an additional server to the Web Interface of 
NTRIP-Caster.  The HTTP server in the browser shows an overview of all 
GnssSurfer Activities.

In this example will be 
displayed the settings to 
generate a HTTP monitor 
Server with the console 
version of 
GnssSurferV1.10. 

For control and 
monitoring is 
recommended to enable 
the decoder and the 
HTTP server in the event 
of a real device activation
(e.g. TCP port).
The decoder determines 
for some data streams 
the data types, the data 
format and the HTTP 
server can provide online 
information of data input 
and data output.
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HTTP/HTML-Settings:

It is possible to create a skyplot of Gnss Satellites with 
ephemeris only.  This must be included in the data stream.E.g. the 
RTCM3 data types 1019 or 1020 contain this ephemeris.

The HTTP server IP port must not 
overlap with other server ports of 
the current GnssSurferV1.10 
instance.
The HTTP interval indicates the 
update time of all HTTP pages 
before (also the Caster pages).
At the bottom of setting window 
you can enter additional 
information about the place and 
equipment of your GNSS Receiver. 
This information is appearing on a 
sky plot, if this is possible (by 
received ephemeris) and this is 
also required to activate the check 
box.
The sky plot is achieved through 
the online URL:
“http: // 
<addressGnssSurfer>/skyplot.html
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Example for a GnssSurferV1.10/11 Status-Page:

In this Example the NTRIP-Caster is active, but unused. 
The TCP Input-Device and the TCP Output-Device is active. The TCP Output-
Device is a TCP Server on IP Port 4000. The TCP Server supplies 4 TCP Clients
and set one TCP Server Connection in readiness (5 TCP-Server).
The TCP Input Device receives Leica-LB2 Data.

Example of a GNSS 
Surfer V1.10 HTTP info 
page with information of 
the current date, TCP 
addresses of the servers, 
the TCP input clients, the 
number of characters 
received per unit of time, 
the input and output 
devices (which are 
activated, which are not),
the GPS week, the 
number of received 
RTCM-/RAW Messages, 
the number of received 
GPS satellites and their 
FKP, including.
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Example for a Status-Page of GnssSurferV1.11c:

The TCP Input-
Device and the 
Raw-Data-Decoder
is active. TCP 
Client receives 
Data on IP Port 
4003 from 
localhost. 
The TCP Input 
Device receives 
Leica-LB2-Msg-E 
Data for all GNSS.

In table see 
below, are listed 
the received 
Message types 
with informations 
of kind of GNSS 
system, kind of 
data types and the
last period in 
second from each 
message type. 

Example for 
Skyplot status 
page with all 
GNSS-Satellites
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Example for a GnssSurfer Skyplot-Page:

:

This Example shows the sky plot functionality, depend of the 
current position. The current position is defined by the last 
NMEA Data (e.g. from GNSS Rover). The NMEA data can 
come from different sources.
The settings for this are set in the window "NMEA Settings".

Example of a GNSS Surfer V1.10/11 
HTTP Skyplot Page with information of 
the current date, the GNSS Receiver, the 
GNSS Antenna, current GPS-  and/or 
GLONASS Satellites with elevation and 
azimuth, and the position of GNSS 
Satellites in the sky depend of the GNSS 
Rover Position.
The sky plot is achieved through the 
online URL:
“http://<addressGnssSurfer>/skyplot.html
”

The next image below shows the sky plot 
window, created by the Sky-Plot Tool- 
Button of the GnssSurfer Main window. 

     Sky-Plot Tool-Button

The satellites will be displayed only when 
ephemeris exist (in data stream).
For example, the RTCM 3.x data include 
message types 1019 (GPS) and 1020 
(GLONASS).

At the moment it possible to create a Sky-
Plot with GPS- and/or GLONASS Satellites 
only.
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Example for Stream-Display with Skyplot (GnssSurferV1.11c):

If you want to look your Input-data-stream or your decoded Data-Stream in real time, you can use the 
Data-Stream-Display window. There you can switch between input and decoded data. If you want to 
analyze your data, it is possible to stop the ad.
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Technical Tables:

Output-Devices in GnssSurferV1.11c Supported functions
Rtcm-Decoder Rtcm2.1/2.3    Message Types 1 – 59 

Rtcm3.1/3.3    Message Types 1001-1127 (incl. 1230)

GNSS: All Systems

Ephemeris: GPS, GLONASS, GALILEO, QZSS, BEIDOU 

Leica-Decoder Leica Lb2 D-Messages
GNSS: All Systems 

Ephemeris: GPS, GLONASS, GALILEO, QZSS, BEIDOU

Topcon-Decoder Topcon/Javad GRIL Firmware Version 2.4
GNSS: GPS, GLONASS

Ephemeris: GPS, GLONASS decodable

Ublox-Decoder UBX-Raw-Data Decoder
GNSS: GPS, GLONASS

Ephemeris: GPS decodable only (currently)

Rtcm-Encoder Rtcm-Encoding from Rtcm-Decoder-Format (see Rtcm-
Decoder Output (GnssSurfer))
Rtcm2.3: MT’s 01-59 (except no 5-8, 10-13,15,33) 
Rtcm3.1  MT’s 1001-1039
Rtcm3.2  not supported

Rtcm-Encoding from Rtcm3.1 Obs.-Data (MT‘s 
1003,1004,1011,1012) to Rtcm2.3 Obs.-Data (MT’s 18,19)

Rinex-Encoder Rinex-Version 2.11
GNSS: GPS, GLONASS

only from Rtcm2.3 (18,19), Rtcm3.1, Leica2b (Msg-D) and
Topcon-Raw-Data Version 2.4, Ublox-Raw-Data 
(only GPS, GLONASS)

Ephemeris: created no navigation files

Http-Pages (Sky-Plot) GNSS: All Systems

FKP-Monitor GNSS: GPS, GLONASS
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Have a lot of fun!

Final remark:

   This manual of GnssSurferV1.11c software isn’t complete. This manual will be continued and completed. 
   Additional information you can get from the manual of the GnssSurferV108b-2.   

   GnssSurferV1.10 software is a shareware product which may be copied and distributed without changing it. 
   Deassembling is not permitted. The GnssSurfer software will be further developed.
   The using of this software is at your own risk!!
   
   The “Senatsverwaltung für Stadtentwicklung” Berlin disclaims any liability nor responsibility 
   to any person or entity with respect to any loss or damage caused (hardware or software), 
   or alleged to be caused, directly or indirectly by the use of the 'GnssSurferV1.10’.

   If you have any more questions, desires or suggestions please send me a mail to:

   Senatsverwaltung f. Stadtentwicklung
   Referat IIIB (geodetic reference systems)
   Jürgen Siebert, IIIB13
   10707 Berlin

   E-mail:

   juergen.siebert@sensw.berlin.de

   Or

   info@juergen-siebert.com

   Tel.: (+49) (0) 30/90139-5373

                                                                                   Berlin, Germany Nov 2018
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